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I he reception of Hogarth in the eighteenth century and the 
present state of research
From their first appearance Hogarth’s engravings attracted explanatory commen­
tary. His third major narrative series, Marriage A-la-Mode, had scarcely appeared as 
engravings when Jean Andre Rouquet published his letters in French in 1746, 
addressed ‘to some friends in Paris to explain the meaningofMr. Hogarth’s prints’.1 
Hogarth, who was on close terms with Rouquet, sent these explanations to Paris 
dealers to accompany his prints. He clearly accepted Rouquet’s interpretation, and 
hoped that its publication would reinforce the impact of the prints. At the beginning 
of the first letter Rouquet claimed that they needed explanation, and later commen­
tators have made the same point: 1 logarth’s characters are indeed universal, but the 
circumstances in which they appear are so typically English that their context 
needed to be made explicit to foreigners if the prints were to be understood.2
This view was shared by those in the Germanic countries. In 1753 Hogarth’s 
Analysis of Beauty appeared, and by December of the same year a translation was 
finished by Christlob Mylius, a cousin of Lessing, and it appeared at the beginning 
of the next year in I lanover. In the foreword he referred to Rouquet’s helpful com­
mentaries,' but he also recognised that they did little more than tell the story and 
make it understandable in terms of contemporary London. For Mylius Hogarth’s 
engravings offered more: ‘I lerc is real nature, morality and satire; here everything 
speaks and everything is in action’.4 This is well observed, and it is the first time 
that the verbal qualities of Hogarth's prints are noted, and that there is much to be 
seen beyond the bare structure of the narrative. In the same year, 1754, Lessing put 
out a second, corrected edition of Mylius’s Hogarth translation, with his own 
preface, anil a printing of a translation of Rouquet’s letters. I logarth s text in this 
collection, especially as it had Lessing’s preface, became along with the principle of 
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the line of beauty (based, as Lessing had already noticed, on the mathematician 
Antoine Parent’s idea in 1700), a source for German aesthetics from Mendelssohn 
to Goethe? Mendelssohn’s remarks in the BrieJ'e Uber Empfindung (Letters on 
Feeling) of 1755 were sent by the Berlin publisher Nicolai in 1759 to Christian 
Ludwig von Hagedorn, who responded with a sixty-page treatise on Hogarth’s 
idea of a line of beauty, which was published in the Leipzig Bihliothek der schonen 
IVissenschaften undderj'reyen Kiinste. This was followed in the next year by a treatise 
‘on the gifts and works of Mr 1 Iogarth and especially his caricatures’. Both treatises 
were printed again as appendices to his voluminous Betrachtungen uber die 
Mahlerey (Observations on Painting) of 1762, which is over 800 pages long.6 1 his 
demonstrates the remarkable breadth of Hogarth’s reputation in Germany in his 
own lifetime in regard to both his theoretical work and his prints.
In England, immediately after his death, 1 logarth’s achievement was subjected to 
wide-ranging historical evaluation and critical discussion. Because his work was 
predominantly satirical, and therefore connected to contemporary life and events, 
he was often placed on an artistic level significantly below that of the Italian history 
painting of earlier centuries. By drawing on literary theory, and with the support of 
Fielding, he had defined a genre of his own, that of‘modern moral subjects’, which 
he claimed to be intermediate between tragedy anil comedy, but, because it was 
based on ‘real’ life, it could claim for itself an equal standing with classical history 
paintings.7 Hogarth’s contemporaries had no difficulty in recognising him as a 
master of the depiction of character, but were unwilling to accept him as a painter of 
history. Thus a fatal divide opened up between I Iogarth as an illustrator of contem­
porary life and morality, and I logarth the painter, whose works were an offence 
against the classical rules of art. I lis widow sought to counteract the equivocal nature 
of his reputation by proposing that he was above all an artist with a strong moral 
voice, and she attempted to purge his work and reputation of the subversive tenden­
cies of satire. Supported by the widow, the Revd.John Trusler proclaimed 1 logarth 
as a force for virtue. Between 1766 and 1768 his Hogarth Moralized appeared in four­
teen parts, and in 1768 in book form, with tiny reproductions of I logarth’s major 
engravings? 1’he size and technique in themselves flattened Hogarth, while 
1 rusler’s preaching tone reinforced the supposed moral straightforwardness of the 
oeuvre. 1 his reductive picture of I logarth as a simple moralist has had a long life; 
indeed even in a recent catalogue we can read the claim that ‘I logarth the moralist 
made his points with determination and without ambiguity’.9
Horace Walpole had little time for I logarth as a history painter - indeed as a 
painter at all - but he was the only contemporary artist to be found worthy of a 
chapter to himself in his Anecdotes oj Painting in England. Because of the feelings of 
the widow Walpole did not publish the volume until 1780, and diluted his criticisms 
of I logarth in the edition of 1782. Despite Walpole’s own commitment to the clas­
sical tradition, he understood I logarth’s stature on the basis of literary theory, ‘con­
sidering him rather as a writer of comedy with a pencil, than as a painter’.1" I Ic was 
particularly sensitive to the essentially literary framework in which Hogarth
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operated. He notes that Hogarth does not resort to simple allegory, but that he 
expressed emblematic reflections by means of humour rather than symbolism.11 
Humour is expressed in the contradictory relationships within the picture itself, 
instead of in symbols that possess less specific traditional connotations. Wit could be 
experienced, symbols merely understood. Wit also gives a power to pictures that in 
the last resort cannot be controlled; symbols exhaust themselves in being recog­
nised. \\ it is concrete but also relative and associative; symbols are abstract, but also 
definitive because they are absolute. W it opens up what symbols close down.
No one understood this better than Lichtenberg. He based his commentaries on 
the collected works of the English biographers and interpreters, especially John 
Nichols (1781, 1782, 1785), an anonymous author (Samuel Felton?, 1785), whom 
Lichtenberg called the ‘Ungenannte’, and John Ireland (1791, 1793),12 and his own 
researches in London. On the other hand all his study did not hinder his tendency 
to use knowledge in a playful way, through word association and word games. His 
ability to draw out I logarth’s humour has always been marvelled at, but it has gen­
erally been ascribed to his particular literary talent, rather than as an interpretative 
response to specific features of Hogarth's art.13 History of art, especially in the tra­
dition of Panofsky’s iconology, has long found the meaning of a work in a process of 
reconstructing the ‘concetto’ intended by the artist and/or the patron, as a self- 
contained text, transformed effectively into visual currency. Though art historians 
have always accepted that there can be a number of levels of interpretation, and 
have sometimes ordered them into a hierarchy of meanings, official and unofficial, 
they have tended to see these different levels as both internally consistent and sepa­
rate from each other. So in the case of Hogarth’s prints it was seen to be perfectly 
legitimate to suggest a variety of readings, and to see them unreflectingly as existing 
on the same plane, or as complementary to each other.
A simple moral interpretation has tended to prevail until recent times,14following 
in the tradition ofTrusler and the whole 19th century, and this is surely because it is 
theone least troubled bv the need for detailed knowledge. Such a method ofinterpre- 
tation represents a kind of shortcut. It allows for social-historical and social-critical 
interpretation (Antal, Hinz),15 because it appears to be legitimately historically 
grounded, and Hogarth finds an obvious place here among the progessive bour­
geoisie of the time. Other less expansive interpretations have anchored an under­
standing of 1 logarth’s work (most often confined to Marriage A-la-Mode) to a range 
of different strategies of interpretation: literary-theoretical debates in the eigh­
teenth century around the novel (Paulson),16 the genre of satire (Bindman)1' or of 
stage comedy (Klinger Lindberg).l8Judy Egcrton has expanded the possibilities of 
analogy w ith language bv emphasising I logarth’s pictorial use of proverbs and pop­
ular aphorisms.1'’ In addition to the transference of meaning from one medium to 
another, there has been a focus on I logarth’s special use of pictorial tradition and the 
iconographic patterns that can be observed (Paulson, Busch). " 1 his last approach 
stands apart from the others, in implying that Hogarth deliberately biought the 
sacramental forms of Christian iconography into a conjunction with contemporar y 
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themes. An awareness of a discrepancy between the old forms and the new subject 
matter has the effect of engaging the observer in a process which involves raising the 
question of the validity of Christian tradition in the present, and thus highlights the 
questionable morality that prevails in contemporary society. In this wav Hogarth 
opens up further questions about the language and the role of art.
Now one could claim that all those interpretations connect with some part of 
Hogarth’s intentions, and thus contribute to a fuller idea of the whole or ‘true’ 
meaning of his works. It is undeniable that they have all given some special insight 
into Hogarth’s art, and no one would dispute the moral, social-critical, genre theo­
retical or other aesthetic dimensions that it possesses. Even so one might question 
the assumption that there is ultimately a knowable meaning, however many-sided, 
for any single work. As Lichtenberg was aware, ‘satire’s strength is always double­
edged’, and he knew that 1 Iogarth, ‘out of the inexhaustible treasury of his lan­
guage of signs’, gave great importance to nuance. Lichtenberg took upon himself 
the duty of investigating ‘poetically’, even finding things in the work that 1 Iogarth 
could not have intended, though he insisted that they be consistent with a 
Hogarthian spirit.21 This was not only a matter of assuming poetic licence, but the 
insight that the variety of materials in the pictures challenged the observer’s ability 
to make deductions and see associations.
Variety is the principal idea of Hogarth’s Analysis of Beauty; it is supposed to con­
tain all the other qualities of painting.22 Now the Analysis is unusual, even eccentric, 
as a treatise on art in leaving aside as far as possible the matter of the subject of the 
painting, in favour of a close consideration of the effect and function of painterly 
structure and design. The second major idea, closely associated with Variety, is 
Intricacy, which Mylius/Lessing translate as ‘Vcrwickelung’ or entanglement, pos­
sibly to suggest also ideas ofdifficulty and complication.231 Iogarth knew of the aes­
thetic pleasures that the resolution of difficulties of interpretation could bring. In his 
aesthetic treatise he wrote eloquently of the experience of visual pleasure that a com­
plex figuration allows in images, so it is surely legitimate to transfer this under­
standing to the factual relations in his graphic works, particularly as I logarth himself 
spoke of the special pleasure of solving puzzles.24 The qualities of this special plea­
sure were analysed in various ways in English aesthetics. Alexander Gerard in his 
Essay on Taste of 1759 noted the satisfaction of discovering unexpected analogies, 
and that the pleasure increases the more difficult they are to track down. The plea­
sure, according to Gerard, resulted from the liberation of one’s own processes of 
association.-' Such aesthetic pleasure constitutes a value of its own, it is in principle 
independent of the idea that a work can have an unequivocal meaning.
An approach to 1 logarth based on the application of such an idea, however, 
presents weighty problems of method, particularly in the light of recent art- 
historical discussions of the aesthetics of reception, and the role of the observer in 
the construction of meaning, such as the implied reader (Iser)26 or observer 
(Kemp).- furthermore, there is the semiotics of the open work of art (Eco),2* 
whose signs or sign systems can, in their relationship to the mind’s response, allow
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limitless possibilities. Discourse analysis questions fundamentally the idea of the 
author s intentionality, seeing the work in relationship not just to pictorial signs, 
but as opening up from the image an abundance of discourses and contexts arising 
from its historical position. Again the implications go far beyond any unified 
explanation. Io assume that a work has a finite, exhaustible meaning is erroneous, 
according to the tenets of discourse analysis, for this implies that a whole series of 
contexts (evoked by allusions) is suppressed when they should be brought to the 
surface. 1 discourse analysis may also dispute the legitimacy of privileging certain 
texts or contexts, following Derrida's deconstruction, discourse analysis argues 
that the ending of the division between primary and secondary meaning of a work 
of art allows for the full potentiality of meaning(s) to develop.29 It is the application 
of this argument to Hogarth, as in the studies by Peter Wagner,’" that has drawn a 
strong response from intentionalists (Paulson),’1 who work from an assumption 
that the author s intention can be identified and seek to reconstruct it. Sean 
Shesgreen long ago pointed out, in his reading of Hogarth’s Industry and Idleness, 
that the abundance of realistic details and their undoubted signification in a pic­
ture hinder the fixing of specific meaning.’21 would argue that this phenomenon is 
not only, in the sense of discourse analysis, a hermeneutic one, but just as much an 
historical one. for this reason I believe that one should consider I Iogarth’s prints 
in terms of their structure, in relationship to the history of artistic practice. One 
should also read Hogarthian imagery as an individual answer to the question of 
how graphic imagery functions at a certain historical point. We should certainly 
not call into question the legitimacy of readings based on hidden subtexts, but it is 
important that we continue to discriminate between good and bad readings; after 
all, deconstruction, if practised insensitively, can end up as an ignorant imposition 
on the subject. Thus we might have done without a recent interpretation of 
Marriage A-la-Mode as a story based upon incest.n
On the basis of these preliminary methodical points I would now like to offer a 
detailed interpretative reading of two scenes from Marriage A-la-Mode that 
unashamedly reflects mv own enjoyment of the works and makes no claim to 
exhaust all possible readings. (In any case this has for all practical purposes been 
done already by Robert Cowley in his book of 1983.)34 My aim, on the contrary, is 
only to raise the possibility of a reading that is at least historically plausible, if by no 
means definitive. I have chosen scene 1, because there the plot is developed, and 
scene 5, which is the dramatic highpoint of the action.
Marriage A-la-Mode, scene 1: suggestions for a reading
The plot of the series
It is the story of a social misalliance w hich is developed here. In brief, the daughter 
of a wealthy bourgeois is to be married to a poor but highborn son of a nobleman. 
The moral of the story: acquired merchant wealth and blue blood do not mix, if the 
aim of the venture is to ennoble the bourgeois and consolidate the nobleman 
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through bourgeois capital. The alliance of such interests cannot end in stability, 
because the partners inevitably have quite separate and ultimately conflicting inter­
ests. The husband, who himself is sexually promiscuous, eventually surprises his 
wife with her lover, and in a night-time duel he, the husband, is killed. She returns, 
burdened with shame, to her bourgeois family home and commits suicide. I he 
child of the marriage will not continue the dynasty, because he has inherited the 
venereal disease of the father, and thus a dynasty going back to William the 
Conqueror will end imminently: a real horror story.
Scene 1 (figure 6) gives a view into a magnificent reception room, appropriate to 
a noble family, as the marriage contract is agreed. If the coroneted canopy behind 
the Earl of Squander is a bed canopy, we may assume that the reception is being 
held, in accordance with the customs of the higher nobility, in a splendid bedroom. 
We are there to witness a special levee, held by a grandee on the rebound after a 
financial setback. The fathers of the couple settle their differences in characteristic 
and quite different ways. The gout-stricken peer adopts a pose suggesting his 
importance, gesturing towards his family tree. Despite his gout and crutches he 
exudes baroque opulence and grace, and his counterpart at the table, a rich mer­
chant, is portrayed as no less characteristic of his own class. He studies the marriage 
contract with the help of a pair of pince-nez, to ensure that everything is in order, 
mouthing the words he reads. And how he sits! The grand chair does not improve 
his posture; he sits upright and somewhat awkwardly w ith his legs uncrossed, and 
one is aware of the weight of his stomach. The peer has gout, but his bandaged foot 
rests on an upholstered footstool, the other by his seat suspended in a slight con- 
trapposto above the ground. His body itself serves as a form of decoration. The 
merchant’s money is already on the table in front of him; the peer’s debts are now 
paid, so his lifestyle is no longer faced with a threat to its existence. He can indulge 
once more his extravagant urge to build in the Palladian style. 1 lis gaze does not 
rest on the profane money, but is directed inwardly. If the merchant were in his 
place he would count the money.
1’he examination can go much further into the elements of the scene. The hands 
can be compared w ith each other; the bourgeois grasp of the document compared 
to the play of fingers on the noble breast. One can observe in the bridal pair a reflec­
tion of the relation between the fathers, in the ill-tempered way the bride sits and 
the unconcerned manner of the vain fop. She reveals her feelings; he represses his. 
If one compares the father with his noble of fspring one can see the astonishing sub­
tlety of Hogarth’s characterisation. The father acts out a baroque pathos formula; 
the son, ever d-la-mode, adopts the style of the new age, the graceful French rococo. 
Even the wigs make a similar point: the flowing bag-wig versus the short plait. The 
situation reminds one of an opera or a play. On a narrow two-levelled strip of stage, 
the staff are behind the main protagonists and their objects of barter, in a position 
of subservience. We see the aristocrat’s lawyer, already occupied with building 
plans, and the merchant’s office-manager returning the nobleman’s promissory 
notes. 1 hey will give the merchant, who, as his chain reveals, is already an aiderman
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of the City of London, the leverage he needs to enter his daughter into high society. 
I he third of this number, sharpening his quill, is the lawyer, who will play a key 
role in this unfolding drama. He is given an emphatic presence in the corner of the 
room, for he will give the course of events a particular direction; his silver tongue, 
later to be revealed as his actual name, will have a profound effect on the fate of the 
distraught bartered bride.
Social behaviour
1 he way in which the different characterisations of aristocrat and merchant reveal, 
through a command of mimicry and gesture, Hogarth’s powers of analysing social 
distinctions, is reflected in the bride and groom in further stages in the story. It is 
not, as some critics have claimed,’6 a one-sided critique of the aristocracy. What 
Hogarth criticises is the crossing of class barriers, on the one hand by bourgeois 
presumption, and on the other by demeaning noble standards of conduct. Neither 
aristocrat nor merchant brings honour to his rank. To express this Hogarth charac­
terises his protagonists' behaviour down to the last detail, and one must follow him 
into this detail to realise that the artist has not only created a recognisable picture of 
social class itself, but more subtly of the way individuals behave within the frame­
work of class, for it is on this level that his critique achieves its power. Though his 
intention was evidently not ultimately to question the rationale of class difference, 
none the less it can be argued that 1 logarth’s progressive examination of social dif­
ference, combining exact description and seemingly neutral evaluation, lit a fuse 
that set off social dynamite in the later, more progressive, eighteenth century. For 
with more urgent issues bringing to the fore a comparison between the actual 
behaviour and the assumed standards of the dominant class, the question of cor­
rect, or in the eighteenth-century sense, ‘natural’ behaviour, becomes a burning 
issue. This we will confront again with Chodowiecki.
Hogarth’s place in his own historical period posed a particular problem, as he 
realised. \\ herever he looked he found bourgeois behaviour to be ugly; his ‘line of 
beauty and of grace' appeared to be descriptive ofonly what could be found in aristo­
cratic circles. The second of the two large engravings attached to his Analysis of 
Beauty (plate 14) shows this clearly. Only the pair of dancers on the far left - the sash 
reveals the man to be the Prince of W ales - move with artistic grace; the other cou­
ples, all rustic bourgeoisie, hop around helplessly, dragging around their twisted and 
contorted bodies. They lack the natural ease of courtly elegance.' 1 his phenom­
enon was noted by the Dutchman Gerard de Lairesse, whose Schilderboek of 1707 
appeared in English in two volumes in 1738 as The Art of Painting. 1 here 1 Iogarth 
could have read his reflections, as in the German translation of 1728, entitled ‘ein- 
erlev 1 )inges Tractirung... die von Personen unterschiedlichen Ranges geschiehet 
(Of the treatment of some things ... as done by persons of different rank), accompa­
nied by a relevant illustration (figure 57). Different ways of holdinga glass or a spoon 
are demonstrated; elegant ways ofstandingor sitting are differentiated; contrapposto 
and easy finger-play on the part of the nobility are contrasted with the stiff stance of 
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the peasantry. Even the inelegant placing of feet is not unremarked. De Lairesse’s 
solution for these problems is in artistic terms an unsatisfactory compromise; bour­
geois themes are to be represented by the forms of the nobility, even to the extent of 
portraying contemporary dress in an antique guise. ’8
Hogarth takes up a more logical position. He proposes two solutions. His 
‘modern moral subjects’, as a middle genre between the more elevated Italian and 
the lower Dutch manners, claim an equal status to the elevated manner, on the 
grounds that their moral dimension gives them an additional qualification. On the 
other hand - with his Analysis of Beauty as an example - Hogarth attempts to sepa­
rate artistic form and the expression of social rank from each other. Treating formal 
problems as if they were subject almost to mathematic rules was to achieve this aim. 
The difficulty of achieving this separation may explain the irritable undertones in 
the Analysis when it attempts to explain the reception of formal effects in a way that 
can be made to apply to everyone, regardless of their status in the world.
57 Gerard de Laircs.sc, Hrl grout nhdJrrhnrt (I htrltm, 1740), III. 54
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Hogarth’s social characterisation is based not only on the representation of 
human figures, but on the ambience they inhabit. The Earl’s furniture, including 
the picture frames, is as heavily baroque as the space it occupies, and it matches the 
style and material of his clothes. The large portrait of him as field marshal takes 
matters a step further, for its typology belongs with Rigaud’s grand-manner por­
traits. The new building seen through the window, the work on which can now 
recommence, is English Neopalladian, still a new style in the years around 1740. 
Where specific connections can be made to the individual, then Hogarth can illus­
trate the social relations through forms of acquisitiveness and display. Hardly an 
object in the room is unadorned with an earl’s coronet, from the bed canopy on the 
left to the mirror on the right; even the lying dog has a crown stamped on his coat. 
Lord Squander's pride in his rank is excessive. I lis portrait is full of the arrogance 
of rank. A comet shines above his swaggering figure, and he holds Jupiter’s light­
ning-bolt in his hand, following what were to Hogarth the absurd conventions of 
such portraits. Lord Squander has awarded himself the Order of the Golden 
Fleece, a decoration that no English general had been awarded for more than 200 
years, thus subtly bringing into question his title to nobility.’1' His ruinous prob­
lems with building also give him away. His new Neopalladian mansion is a 
cacophony of building rules and architectural orders; on a two-storeyed portico sit 
four columns upon three below, with Ionic on top of Corinthian demonstrating his 
ignorance of the Vitruvian canon. The Earl is thus not worthy of the claims of his 
own class, and later scenes in the Marriage teach us that the merchant also falls 
below the standards of his.
I low the painting collection comments on the scene
The collecting of pictures is not only a matter of demonstrating the expectations 
of rank. 1 he line-up of their themes provides an appropriate setting for a drama 
of marital distress. The small history paintings make up a veritable chamber of 
horrors, revelling, supposedly in the classic Italian manner, in torture, mar­
tyrdom, murder, slaughter, beheading and other forms of torment. Titian, 
Domenichino, Guido Reni and other artists have provided the examples.4" One is 
bound, in being faced with such scenes of horror from the antique and the Bible, 
to derive a morbid pleasure from the variety of reflections they provoke, and to 
enjoy the free play of mind invited in the way these scenes seem to comment on 
the persons and scenes involved in the modern marriage. Lichtenberg provided 
an example of such a process, and Alexander Gerard had already supplied the 
aesthetic justification.
‘Punningword associations to single objects
The process of interpretation can, however, easily get beyond control. Io transfer 
meaning from text to image or vice versa may go beyond what is reasonable, and it 
may be impossible to be certain that such a transference is intended. 1 he success of 
the verbal or visual pun depends ultimately on its artistic persuasiveness.
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I want to give four examples, the first being the portrait of Lord Squander as 
field marshal in the Rigaud-like painting. A cannon is at the moment of being fired 
off as if from the body of the field marshal himself, and the comets and the wind 
cause his coat to billow out. The shot, as we can read in different ways, achieves a 
tragic effect. The place of the cannon half under the field marshal’s cloak gives it a 
sense of being a substitute for his potency, and we might also want to see the little 
cannon ball being released as representing his own wretched son, whose potency 
we have a number of reasons to question in the scenes that follow. The extinction of 
the dynastic line is evidently referred to in the broken branch of the tree, and that 
appears to be inevitable. If the carrying over of meaning from one level of reality to 
another is possible, why then should there not be a third or a fourth level.' With 
what authority can we stop the seemingly endless flow of the transference of 
meaning? Why should the cannon not be seen to be aimed at the Caravaggiesque 
Medusa head behind the candlestick? It will not be able to do any damage there; on 
the contrary, for we know that the gaze of the Medusa petrifies.
In my second example the positioning of the Medusa head is very much to the 
point. For in the oval behind a rococo candlestick we see not a painting but a mirror 
reflecting the scene around it. Then our gaze would be reflected not by our own 
figure, but by the spellbinding Medusa. No wonder Lichtenberg speaks of the 
family Medusa." Hogarth plays a second game with the mirror motif. One might 
well assume the idle son of the earl to be entranced by his own image, as he preens 
himself narcissistically in front of the great wall mirror, as if in his blindness he is 
aware only of himself. If we, on the other hand, look at it as spectators of the pic­
ture, we see not him but his rival the lawyer, and we are forced to realise that we 
have in a sense exchanged places with the complacent fop.42
The lawyer - mv third example - sharpens his pen, ostensibly and according to 
the plot to certify the document. He sharpens also his argument, in dominating the 
young countess, and bringing her to the path of misfortune that follows. Though 
Silvertongue appears at this point to be spared any apprehension, does he realise 
that the pen that he holds pointing towards his breast appears to threaten him like 
the arrow of St Sebastian on the wall above him? Too much of a coincidence or not?
Fourth example: the old aristocrat has the gout, and his crutches rest to his left 
and right on the sofa. The sign of the coronet appears even on the arm supports. 
Nobility is, so to speak, the crutch of his existence, as is his hopeless son on the 
other sofa. What then do the large black ribbons of his modish pigtail conceal? 
Surely the coronet in the middle of the curved back of the sofa he makes disappear. 
One could - unless one wants to give up now - make something of the fact that one 
coin remains in the moneybag on the floor by the feet of the fussy merchant. Would 
1 logarth have left it there without some reason?
Hogarth's valuation of historical art and Ins borrowings
1 he paintings on the walls of the drawing room, as we have established, arc a 
mark of the social sphere of the aristocracy, and also comment on the events of 
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the fashionable marriage and its consequences. In so doing they suggest that a 
limited reading is unlikely to be definitive. A major theme of Hogarth’s art is the 
argument with artistic traditions. His main question is: can traditional art retain 
a value in the present? To remain with the example of a painting of St Sebastian, 
can it retain its centuries-old exemplary role from a Christian as well as an 
artistic point of view, or are we dealing with an historical hiatus, so that it now 
only has meaning as part of a tradition that can be referred to as such? Or to put 
it another way: what use is a classical image that can only have meaning as a quo­
tation, so that a sense of its achievement in its own terms is now lost? There is 
some evidence that Hogarth discovered that to be a problem.
For the moment only a minor example. The two dogs chained together in the 
foreground right are obviously a fairly direct quote from Veronese’s famous 
Marriage Feast at Cana, which the painter made for the Refectory of San Giorgio 
Maggiore in Venice in 1563 (figure 58).4’ It was widely distributed in graphic 
reproductions, and in 1740 the Englishman John Baptist Jackson produced a 
large colour woodcut of it.44 In the original painting both greyhounds - one 
lying, the other standing - find themselves on the absolute middle axis in the 
foreground beneath Jesus. Hogarth could well have been aware of this elegantly 
pleasurable motif, there as if for its own sake. It was well known in the Venetian 
art of its time, and it was much discussed in art theory subsequent to the 
Counter-Reformation, because it contributed to Veronese being brought before 
the Inquisition, where he defended the sovereigntv of the painting as the expres­
sion of artistic freedom.45 By quoting the dogs 1 logarth gave a piece of art history 
a function as commentary. In being chained together, the dogs make an obvious 
comment on the marriage agreement. There is Venetian art on the wall of 
the room, and a quotation from it in the foreground, in both cases only referred 
to; the new pictorial realism finds itself in a sense caught between the two 
images.
Marriage A-Ia-Mode, scene 5:
the transformation of Christian iconography
It is in the varied ways in which 1 logarth reveals his position in relation to artistic 
tradition, to its language and iconography that we can discover his attempt to 
transform tradition into contemporary currency. Three observations on scene 
(figure 59), the dramatic highpoint of the marriage sequence, can be made in sup­
port of this contention. The plot of the series is simple. 1 he young Countess has 
embarked on an affair with the lawyer Silvertongue, and after a masquerade the) 
have ended up in a flophouse for an assignation. Her husband has got wind of it, 
and after breaking into the love nest, and having a duel with his rival, he has been 
wounded. He now stands dying, his kneeling wife before him gripped b\ tard\ 
remorse, and some alerted people entering the room, while Silvertongue escapes 
half-clothed through the window.
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We will stay a moment with him, before we turn to the rest of the picture. The 
crafty lawyer now glides, naked but for a shirt, out of the window, his thigh bla- 
tently exposed. At his feet on the ground is a satyr’s mask from the masquerade 
costume, with a sneering face looking up his leg, as if the obvious sexual point had 
not already been made. Near the mask is an empty scabbard; the naked sword and 
scabbard making another obvious point; the satyr, that sexual being, knows well 
what went on. We also can deduce from the last scene that Silvertongue did not get 
far in his flight, ending on the Tyburn gallows, his arms are already covered by a 
convict’s shirt. So one might weigh up these connections and perhaps believe that 
one has exhausted the motif. This would be a fallacy.
58 Paolo Veronese, Marriage Feast at Cana (detail) (1562/3)
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59 S. Ravenet after \V. I logarth, Marriage A-la-Mode, plate 5, ‘The Bagnio’(1745)
A wealth of motifs in a sense burdens Hogarth, in removing them from the histor­
ical context in which they originally occurred; but in terms of art theory they give an 
insight into his idea of art. The satyr under the shirt, as it were, suggests both a broad 
meaning and a particular etymology for the word satire, as being in search of raw 
nature, impelled to seek out the truth itself. Hogarth has a comparable motif in his 
subscription ticket for. / Harlot ’5 Progress of 1730-31, where the context is explicitly 
art-historical (figure 15). On this print, which he altered in 1737-38 to use as a sub­
scription ticket for another work, classical putti imitate Nature in the form of the 
many-breasted 1 iiana of Ephesus. She is disturbed in her silence by a little satyr as he 
reveals what Diana/Nature has under her dress, while another small putto tries to 
hinder them. In the picture 1 logarth has included the verse from Virgil, ‘seek out thy 
ancient mother'. His sympathy is expressed through the satire for the desire to 
return to the original springs of Nature, behind their classical surface. Under the 
representation 1 logarth, w ith the help of two short lines of verse from Horace’s Hrs
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Poetica, makes the point explicit. The verses can be translated as follows: ‘It is neces­
sary for hidden things [or the secrets of things] to be displayed with new signs ... but 
this freedom is given to us to use tactfully’.46 The topos of the unveiling of Nature is 
an old one - Hogarth knew it from Rubens’ version, which was in the collection of his 
father-in-law, Sir James Thornhill, the King’s Painter47- but the painter has given it 
a new meaning. Nature must not be exposed in perfection, but so as to reveal her dark 
sides; in this way the satirist can arm himself against her superiority. As Hogarth saw 
it, classical art as a whole had neglected to take on board this truth, so Hogarth will go 
back to the sources. For him the traditional iconographical schemata were forms to 
be used, but applied to a completely new agenda. He treasured the formal qualities of 
a Raphael, but no longer his subject matter. If he adapted the formal discoveries of 
the classics, it was not only for aesthetic convictions or because they contain the his­
tory of art, but because it was paradoxically a way of demonstrating the creation of 
the newly powerful.
Marriage, scene 5, offers a specially relevant example of this complex inter­
change. The central scene of the divided couple follows, as has been seen by some 
scholars, the figuration of The Descent from the Cross, with the Mary Magdalen 
Mourning.™ The assumption of the Magdalen role by the Countess appears not 
inappropriate, given that she was herself a sinner. But Squanderfield as Christ: isn’t 
that blasphemy? The transfer of this iconographic scheme can hardly be doubted; 
furthermore there is a direct source that can be identified. It is Rembrandt’s Descent 
from the Cross of 1634 in St Petersburg (figure 60),49 which is close in spirit to the 
supremely dramatic Passion series in Munich, painted for the Statthalter. An 
obvious objection that comes to mind can be rejected; I logarth knew the original 
painting, for like other Rembrandts the St Petersburg painting was, in the mid­
eighteenth century, in the collection of the father of his acquaintance and supporter 
Horace Walpole, the son of the prime minister. If the postures of the Earl and 
Countess are not obviously modelled on Rembrandt’s painting, then its influence 
can be seen in a remarkable motif, apart from the direction of the light and other 
details. First in his nightcap we see the keeper of the establishment backing away 
from the scene, one hand raised in astonishment, the other outstretched, holding 
on to the door frame. It is precisely this motif which seems reminiscent of the 
fainting Mary which we find in Rembrandt in an eloquent place in the composition 
in the background, highlighted and separated front the bystanders. By reflecting 
the earlier figuration, the motif takes on a new purposef ulness, and is transformed 
in a surprising way.
1'hat the major scene derives its iconographic scheme front Descent from the Cross 
1 logarth makes clear in a typical indirect wav. Over the door one finds the represen­
tation of St I.uke with his pen. The evangelist seems to be writing the gospel in a 
book. This unusual type of diagonal half-length figure derives ultimately front 
Caravaggio, bringing to mind especially his St Jerome.50 From there it was adopted 
by I )utch Caravaggisti in the seventeenth century, and used for evangelist cycles,51 
often as overdoors (figure 61). I logarth is extraordinarily precise art historically in
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60 Rembrandt, Descent from the Cross (\b3$)
offering St Luke as well to a broader reading. He appears to show the same astonish­
ment at the events in the painting as the innkeeper and the watchman at the door. St 
Luke is in the position of a painter, whose role according to a common pictorial 
typology was to hand down the authentic picture of the Madonna and Christ child,52 
and was accordingly the patron saint of painters. So Hogarth blends together two 
pictorial types: the inspired saint, author of the gospel, and painter Luke, recording 
the holy and eternal. The events here presented are indisputably unholy, though 
presented in a hallowed form. The discrepancy of form and subject gives us the 
opportunity on two levels to brood over the unholy behaviour of the present, and at 
rhe same time to reflect on the validity of Christian paradigms in the face of real con­
ditions. Hogarth appears to doubt that the Christian example in its traditional form 
can offer a useful influence on the wretched morality of his environment. Clearly a 
Last Judgement no longer has the power to cause terror, if compared to the exercise 
of bourgeois justice backed by the threat of the gallows at Tyburn.53 The Christian 
form appears now fundamentally secularised. Hogarth is thus a disciple of St Luke 
but obviously without his claim to sainthood.
Ultimately, the undermining of pomposity is a principle of satire, and it is not 
surprising that the English novelists Fielding, Smollett and Goldsmith incorpo­
rated Hogarthian procedures into their enterprises: they also often took over the 
structural elements of Christian parable and gave it a wholly unchristian treat­
ment.5’' When Fielding, to take an example from Joseph Andrews of 1742, gives as a 
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chapter heading ‘The great Purity of Joseph’, we receive a clear signal that Joseph 
will find himself in the clutches of another Potiphar.55 And when Parson Adams is 
given in the same novel the name of Abraham, we can expect that a comparable 
kind of sacrifice is in the offing. In the discovery and application of these proce­
dures one can gain an insight into the relativity of such signs, or, to put it another 
way, into the dissociation of sign and significance. If in traditional signs there is 
decreed a firm unquestioned connotation that can be applied to a particular sub­
ject, the original significance remains bound up with the subject, but if that conno­
tation is inverted then the connection is brought fundamentally into question. The 
analysis of processes of seeing, of perception and reception, in the tradition of 
Locke and Newton, has clearly paved the way for such new understandings. The 
draining away of automatic meanings that can be described objectively, and of the 
reactions they provoke, has now made responses unequivocally relative, differing 
from person to person and moment to moment, depending on individual subjects. 
It raises the question of how painting is to react to these uncertainties. Hogarth 
offers a possible answer through satirical examination of traditional artistic con­
ventions, but there are other possibilities.
61 1 lendrick ter Brugghen, Saint Luke (1621)
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Chodowiecki and Hogarth
One possible way of reacting to the complete relativity of signs can now finally be 
considered. Not unexpectedly it was found in the discussion of Hogarth. Daniel 
Chodowiecki has regretfully since his lifetime always been compared almost 
unthinkingly with Ilogarth. That is also the case with painters in other countries; 
Greuze was known in his own time as the French Hogarth, and Longhi as the 
Italian Hogarth,'’6 and it is true that they all belong in a broad sense to the same cur­
rent of bourgeois moralising art. Indeed Chodowiecki himself would have made a 
similar claim: why then his obvious tendency to reject being discussed in the same 
breath as Hogarth? It would be foolish to deny his many-sided dependence on 
Hogarth.
Already his first important production, Calas’s Farewell to his Family, painted 
1765 and engraved 1767, which in this form achieved a European-wide success, 
combined motives from Hogarth’s J Rake’s Progress, scenes 7 and 8.57 In 1773 he 
engraved for the Berliner genealogischer Calender aujdas Jahr 1774 twelve plates 
/■urn Leben eines Liiderlichen (the Life of a Rake), for which Johann Christian 
Ludwig Haken wrote a short epistolary novella.58 Unquestionably the series led 
him again to Hogarth’s A Rake's Progress, most obviously in the dependence of 
scene 6 (figure 62) on I Iogarth's scene 3 (figure 56), and of scene 7 on Hogarth’s 
scene 6. Chodowiecki learned about brothels and gambling dens in detail from 
Hogarth. It must have been this series, among others, which, through 
Lichtenberg, brought him the commission for the Goettinger Taschen Calender 
vom Jahr 1778, twelve plates of the Fortgang der Tugend und des Lasters (The 
Progess of Virtue and Vice), with title and idea deriving from Hogarth’s Industry 
and Idleness A' If these progresses were a reaction to Lavater’s recently published 
Physiognomische Fragmented in showing the fate of the protagonists only through 
their heads, the heads were nevertheless, as Lichtenberg noted, ‘in the spirit of 
Hogarth’.61 Furthermore Lichtenberg had been in England in 1770 and 1774-75, 
and his descriptions of Chodowiecki’s engravings in the Goettingen Calendar 
from 1778 to 1783 foreshadowed his commentaries on Hogarth. Chodowiecki 
took over a single motif from Hogarth’s prints, - again for Lichtenberg and his 
calendar - in the Natiirliche und affectirte Handtungen des Lebens (Natural and 
Affected Attitudes), engraved 1778 and published 1779, which comes from 
I iogarth’s plate Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism of 1762.62 Chodowiecki had 
also taken over the well-known episode of the escape through the window from 
Marriage A-la-Mode, scene 5, for scene 4 of his illustrations to Muller von Itzehoe 
(figure 63).6' And the whole marriage saga of Chodowiecki’s twelve plates for 
Beweggriinde zum Heirathen und ihre Folgen (Motives for Marriage and their 
Consequences) of 1788 was plundered, even in the closeness of the title.64 Finally 
in the same year he offered two plates for the third part of Bretzner’s Leben eines 
Liiderlichen, again, even if not quite so directly, taken from the brothel and gam­
bling scenes in / Rake's Progress, the unavoidable prototype. In his brothel scenes 
he even went to the edge of plagiarism.65
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Nonetheless Chodowiecki did distance himself from Hogarth. He took 
Hogarth’s motifs and ideas with great freedom, but he disliked Hogarth’s general 
direction. Hogarth was a satirist and social critic; Chodowiecki offered strong per­
suasion through positive examples. Hogarth observed a permanent perversion of 
feeling in the world; Chodowiecki believed in truth and purity. In other words, it 
was moral satire versus moral preaching. Chodowiecki, who illustrated almost 
everything that had newly appeared in Europe, avoided Fielding’s novels and 
twice illustrated Richardson’s Clarissa Harlowe with a total of thirty-nine illustra­
tions.66 Fielding based his parody Shamela on Richardson’s bestseller Pamela. 
Richardson, who had studied Hogarth’s material, offered him a title-page for the 
second edition of Pamela,but on seeing the sketch turned it down, realising that 
Hogarth was quite wrong for the job.68 A more appropriate illustrator was Joseph 
Highmore (figure 64), whose ethereally virtuous puppets Chodowiecki would
plate 6 (1772)
62 I fanicl Chodowiecki, Leben ernes Liiderlichen, 63 Daniel Chodowiecki, illustration for J.G. Muller, 
Sigfriedvon Lindenberg, Scene 4(1783)
nen
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64 Joseph I lighmorc, illustration for Samuel Richardson’s Pamela, Scene VI, ‘Pamela shows Mr Williams a 
Hiding Place for her Letters’ (1744)
have admired.6'' Lichtenberg was cut from the same timber as Hogarth. In his 
commentary on Chodowiecki’s Fortgang der Tugend und des Lasters he had simply 
no desire to say anything about virtue, but vice stimulated him and brought his 
verbal wit to the boil.
That is one consideration, but another does Chodowiecki more honour, and 
indicates the difference in generations between him and Hogarth. Chodowiecki 
was thirty years younger than Hogarth. Hogarth’s major series derive from the 
1730s and 1740s, Chodowiecki’s from the 1770s and 1780s: early Enlightenment 
versus late Enlightenment, pragmatism (and in the later Hogarth, pessimism) 
versus the cult of sensibility.70 The historical transition from Hogarth to 
Chodowiecki is revealed in the way Hogarth shows his characters in relation to 
association and combination, and he always leaves his imprint on his language of 
signs. The objects comment on his protagonists, their being, their motives, the 
inevitability of their destiny. Chodowiecki, by contrast, gives a sense of an inward 
life that does not find expression in an almost automatic bodily response, and he in 
a sense knows that he must give room to the projection of the observer’s own space.
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This projection gives the open, rather expressionless faces of his figures not only an 
inner life, but a sense of filling the gap, something that later eighteenth-century 
commentators apparently found very satisfactory, and it is this that may explain the 
unbounded popularity of Chodowiecki’s rather banal prints. Around 1770, one can 
speak of a longing for truth that could result in emotional self-experience. One 
should no longer read inwardness as a sign of bourgeois loss of power, especially as 
it was judged to be a means of self-definition, enabling the monopolisation of 
nature and truth as a powerful argument against aristocratic behaviour and courtly 
elegance which Hogarth had still seen as a natural form of grace.
Chodowiecki’s series, Natiirliche und affectirte Handlungen des Lebens (Natural 
and Affected Attitudes) proposes a new model of feeling even in the observation 
of art (figures 65 and 66).71 The proper appreciation of art comes now from an 
65 Daniel Chodowiecki, Natiirliche und affectirte 
Handlungen des Lebens, plate 7 (1779)
66 1 )aniel Chodowiecki, Natiirliche und affectirte 
Handlungen des Lebens, plate 8 (1779)
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absorption in the work. 1'he effect is to give confidence, not by means of prescrip­
tion, in speaking one’s own voice, even for those with an average competence in 
dealing with ideas. Thus the bourgeois amateur humbly welcomed in 
Chodowiecki the appeal of the work, differentiating himself from the nobility who 
gesticulate grandly before the work instead of contemplating it. The work itself 
might also make its response; the object of contemplation, a statue of Flora or 
Pomona, reacts to conventionally unreasonable demands by a grim expression, 
but reflects bourgeois devotion with a discreet smile of approval. In light of such 
communication, the beholder, acting art-historically, is asked to give the work a 
kind of soulful attention, improving in this way his own sensibility and a new form 
of competence.
Translated by David Bindman and Peter Wagner
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